A comprehensive range of tool cases and tool bags,
designed and made in Europe
for professionals in search of quality products.
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FIGHTER

The ideal case for the trainee.
Injection moulded polypropylene body tool case
resistant to high impact, chemicals and extreme
environment conditions.
Aluminium frame reinforced structure to ensure
reliability even with full load capacity.
Comes with built-in feet and quality latches and
handle.

Article number: FIGHTER
Colour: Anthracite Gray
Internal dimensions: L:430 W:340 D:155 mm.
Net Weight: 2,90 kilos
EAN code: 8024482016320

This specific model is equipped with one hinged
lockable tool board with pockets on both sides, two
transparent organizers with compartments and a
lower roomy area with additional elasticated loops to
fix tools.
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FIGHTER PRO GO
The advance budget choice tool case with trolley
Injection moulded polypropylene body tool case resistant to high impact, chemicals and extreme
environment conditions.
The telescopic framed trolley handle extends to full length to make practical trolley of the case.
Large wheels on ball bearings assure long lasting usage.
Aluminium frame reinforced structure to ensure reliability, even at full load.
Comes with built-in feet, quality latches with a central key lock and superior handle with
ergonomic grip.
Additional safety is provided by the internal metal compass that holds in place the lid. open, to
avoid accidental closing of the loaded lid of the case.

Article number: FIGHTER PRO GO.P
Colour: Anthracite Gray
Internal dimensions: L:430 W:340 D:160-190 mm.
Net Weight: 5,0 kilos
EAN code: 8024482177908

This specific model comes with two hinged lockable and replaceable tool
boards with pockets.
The upper tool board can accommodate tools on both sides, the lower
pallet on one side and the lower area has removable and adjustable
partitions for maximum freedom of configuration of the storage space
and two multi-purpose organizers.
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MASTER

The traditional tool case with functional design.
ABS body tool case with an oversized hardened aluminium
frame for maximum strength.
Comes with two latches with keys and a superior handle
with ergonomic grip.
Three metal hinges ensure a long lasting reliable service,
additional safety is provided by the two internal metal
compasses that hold in place the lid when open, to avoid
accidental closing of the loaded lid of the case.

Article number: MASTER.P
Colour: Black
Internal dimensions: L:440 W:340 D:190 mm.
Net weight: 3,5 kilos
EAN code: 8024482016122

This specific model comes with two hinged lockable and
replaceable tool boards with transparent elasticated
pockets.
The upper tool board can accommodate tools on both sides,
the lower pallet on one side.
Small hardware can be stored in the frontal Velcro pocket.
Thanks to the central belt, both pallets can be set in an
open position in order to grant full access to all areas of the
case.
Behind the upper pallet there is a roomy document
compartment.
The lower area has removable and adjustable partitions for
maximum freedom of configuration of the storage space.
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BLASTER
The tool case of choice for the professional.
Injection moulded polypropylene tool case with
an oversized hardened aluminium frame for
maximum strength.
Comes with two latches with keys and a superior
handle with ergonomic grip.
Three metal hinges ensure a long lasting reliable
service, additional safety is provided by the two
internal metal compasses that hold in place the
lid when open, to avoid accidental closing of the
loaded lid of the case.

Article number: BLASTER.P
Colour: Black
Internal dimensions: L:465 W:352 H:215 mm.
Net weight: 4,50 kilos
EAN code: 8024482016924
This specific model comes with two hinged
lockable and replaceable tool boards with
transparent elasticated pockets.
The upper tool board can accommodate tools on
both sides, the lower pallet on one side.
Small hardware can be stored in the frontal Velcro
pocket.
Thanks to the central belt, both pallets can be set
in an open position in order to grant full access to
all areas of the case.
Behind the upper pallet there is a roomy
document compartment.
The lower area has removable and adjustable
partitions for maximum freedom of configuration
of the storage space.
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BLASTER GO
The trolley tool case of choice for the
professional.
Injection moulded polypropylene tool case with
an oversized hardened aluminium frame for
maximum strength.
The telescopic framed trolley handle extends to
full length to make practical trolley of the case;
large wheels on ball bearings assure long lasting
usage.
Comes with two latches with keys and a superior
handle with ergonomic grip.
Three metal hinges ensure a reliable service,
additional safety is provided by the two internal
metal compasses that hold in place the lid when
open, to avoid accidental closing of the loaded lid
of the case.

Article number: BLASTER GO.P
Colour: Black
Internal dimensions: L:465 W:352 H:255mm.
Net weight: 6,0 kilos
EAN code: 8024482016931
This specific model comes with two hinged
lockable and replaceable tool boards with
transparent elasticated pockets.
The upper tool board can accommodate tools on
both sides, the lower pallet on one side.
Small hardware can be stored in the frontal Velcro
pocket.
Thanks to the central belt, both pallets can be set
in an open position in order to grant full access to
all areas of the case.
Behind the upper pallet there is a roomy
document compartment.
The lower area has removable and adjustable
partitions for maximum freedom of configuration
of the storage space.
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JUMPER GO
The toughest trolley tool case.
High density double wall polyethylene tool case with
integrated professional trolley.
The hardened light weight alloy telescopic handle with
"one push" easy operation button, as well as the large
diameter silent wheels standing on a steel axel grant
maximum travel comfort.
Comes with two metal piano latches with keys and an
oversized handle fixed on steel pins for daily heavy-duty
use.
Additional safety is provided by the two internal
compasses that hold in place the lid when open, to avoid
accidental closing of the loaded lid of the case.
The rear built-in feet and a body long metal hinge ensure
years of trouble-free reliable service.
Two or more JUMPER GO tool cases can be positively
stacked.

Article number: JUMPER GO.L
Colour: Anthracite Gray
Internal dimensions: L:455 W:345 D:185 mm.
Net weight: 7,5 kilos
EAN code: 8024482016207
This specific model comes with two hinged lockable and
replaceable tool boards with elasticated loops.
The upper tool board can accommodate tools on both
sides, the lower pallet on one side.
Behind the upper pallet there is a double space
document pocket.
The lower area has removable and adjustable partitions
for maximum freedom of configuration of the storage
space and two multi purpose organizers.

Article number: JUMPER GO.P
Colour: Anthracite Gray
Internal dimensions: L:455 W:345 D:185 mm.
Net weight: 8,0 kilos
EAN code: 8024482016139
This specific model comes with two hinged lockable and
replaceable tool boards with elasticated pockets.
The upper tool board can accommodate tools on both
sides, the lower pallet on one side.
Behind the upper pallet there is a double space
document pocket.
The lower area has removable and adjustable partitions
for maximum freedom of configuration of the storage
space and two multi purpose organizers.
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THUNDER
The premium travel tool case companion.
High density extra thick polyethylene tool case
with an oversized hardened aluminium frame and
integrated
professional
trolley.
The hardened light weight alloy telescopic handle
with "one push" easy operation button, as well as
the large diameter silent wheels standing on a
steel axel, grant maximum travel comfort.
Comes with two metal latches with keys and two
oversized handles fixed on steel pins for daily
heavy-duty use in both vertical and horizontal
lifting.
Additional safety is provided by the two internal
compasses that hold in place the lid when open, to
avoid accidental closing of the loaded lid of the
case.
The big protective corners and a body long metal
hinge ensure years of trouble-free reliable service.
Two or more THUNDER tool cases can be positively
stacked.

Article number: THUNDER.L
Colour: Anthracite Gray
Internal dimensions: L:470 W:390 D:347 mm.
Net weight: 8,5 kilos
EAN code: 8024482016177
This specific model comes with two hinged
lockable and replaceable tool boards with
elasticated loops.
The upper tool board can accommodate tools on
both sides, the lower pallet on one side.
Small hardware can be stored in the frontal Velcro
pocket.
Behind the upper pallet there is a double space
document pocket.
The lower area allows the professionals to store
large tools, power tools, spare parts and comes
with three multi purpose organizers.
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Article number: THUNDER.P
Colour: Anthracite Gray
Internal dimensions: L:470 W:390 D:347 mm.
Net weight: 8,5 kilos
EAN code: 8024482016184
This specific model comes with two hinged
lockable and replaceable tool boards with
elasticated pockets.
The upper tool board can accommodate tools on
both sides, the lower pallet on one side.
Small hardware can be stored in the recessed
pocket.
Behind the upper pallet there is a double space
document pocket.
The lower area allows the professionals to store
large tools, power tools, spare parts and comes
with three multi purpose organizers.
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CLASS
The traditional quality tool bag.
Made in high thickness hardened genuine tanned
leather, this roomy bag comes with front and rear
collapsible walls to grant full access to all inside
areas.
Quality metal snap closures with keys, metal feet,
rivets reinforced body and a large frontal
document pocket make this bag an ideal light
weight though reliable companion for multi
purpose use.

Article number: CLASS-3
Colour: Black Leather
Internal dimensions: L:410 H:310 D:180 mm.
Net Weight: 3,0 kilos
EAN code: 8024482016306
This bag comes with four tool walls equipped with
pockets: a double one in the middle, a front and a
rear ones.
The zinc plated metal bottom tray gives resistance
to the whole body of the bag while creating an
additional spare tools storage area.
A comfortable and adjustable shoulder strap is
included.
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SOFT

The modern lightweight compact tool bag.
Made in lightweight anti-tug water resistant
fabric, this zipped bag has two side pockets for
measuring equipments on one side, and a large
document pocket on the other side.
The handles are reinforced with neoprene
material for an additional easy carrying.

Article number: SOFT-1
Colour: Gray and Black
Internal dimensions: L:440 W:330 D:80 mm.
Net weight: 1,4 kilos
EAN code: 8024482016313
This bag comes with two removable tool boards
with adjustable elasticated loops, provided in a
set complete with plastic clips and metal ends.
This allows the user to configure the pallets on
his specific needs while making the best use of all
inner space of this bag.
The bottom area has a pouch where a ceramic tip
is included for a safe hot soldering iron storage.
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UBOX
The tough utility box companion.
Injection moulded polypropylene box ideal to carry
along large mechanical components, spare parts,
power tools, etc..., provided with two hard wearing
wheels, can be used as a trolley, carried by two men
by mean of the two side handles, or by the single
frontal large handle.
It's weather proof, crash resistant and do not rust; it's
fully stackable and able to contain up to 50 kilos of
weight; comes with two robust latches and four
padlockable areas, ideal for field use and long flight
transportation as well.
The inside area is completely empty, but can be
provided with two removable trays with an adjustable
divider, available separately on demand, to contain
accessories, gloves and cables.
The trays are also provided with optional removable
elastic loops to secure hand-tools or other
accessories.

Article number: UBOX
Colour: Black
Internal dimensions: L:780 W:410 D:330 mm.
Net weight: 6,30 kilos
EAN code: 8024482016917

Tray available as accessory
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